
In Part 1, you will install an RPKI Validator. There are a few validators available, and in this section, there
are steps for installing the RPKI-Client Validator. For more detail about installing other validators refer to the
APNIC blog - https://blog.apnic.net/2019/10/28/how-to-installing-an-rpki-validator/

RPKI-Client is a routing security initiative by the OpenBSD Project, for more information refer to
https://www.rpki-client.org

The steps to complete this section are:

SSH to the server
Update software
Install required software
Install libreTLS software
Install RPKI-Client validator
Update RPKI cache

Login Details

Username apnic  and password training .

Lab Setup

For this lab, we will use RPKI-Client from OpenBSD Project as the relying party or the RPKI validator.

1. Login to the server (SSH using the username and password given above), where X is your group
number:

ssh apnic@192.168.30.X

NOTE: Type yes  if asked about wanting to continue connecting

Password = training

2. Update the list of software from the repository and complete updates
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sudo apt-get update && sudo apt-get -y dist-upgrade

3. Install the dependencies:

sudo apt-get install -y wget openssl rsync build-essential \
gcc git autoconf libtool automake libssl-dev libbsd-dev gawk \
libexpat1-dev libtlsh-dev

4. Install LibreTLS

wget https://causal.agency/libretls/libretls-3.5.2.tar.gz
tar -xzvf libretls-3.5.2.tar.gz
cd libretls-3.5.2
./configure --libdir=/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu; make check; sudo make install
cd ..

5. Create a new group, user and add user to group

sudo groupadd _rpki-client
sudo useradd -g _rpki-client -s /sbin/nologin -d /nonexistent -c \
'rpki-client user' _rpki-client

6. Download RPKI-Client source and extract from archive

wget https://ftp.openbsd.org/pub/OpenBSD/rpki-client/rpki-client-7.8.tar.gz
tar zxvf rpki-client-7.8.tar.gz



Note: To confirm the latest version of RPKI Client go to https://ftp.openbsd.org/pub/OpenBSD/rpki-
client/

7. Run the configure script to get ready to install RPKI-Client

cd rpki-client-7.8
./configure
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8. Run the make script to get ready to install RPKI-Client

make

9. Install RPKI-Client

sudo make install



10. Confirm the Trust Anchor Locator (TAL) files exist

ls -lash /usr/local/etc/rpki
ls -lash /usr/local/var/db/rpki-client/

11. Download the ARIN Trust Anchor Locator (TAL) file

sudo wget https://www.arin.net/resources/manage/rpki/arin.tal \
-O /usr/local/etc/rpki/arin.tal

Note: Make sure to read the ARIN Relying Party Agreement (RPA) at
https://www.arin.net/resources/manage/rpki/rpa.pdf before proceeding.

https://www.arin.net/resources/manage/rpki/rpa.pdf


12. Start the RPKI Client and synchronise RPKI cache and save as a Comma Seperated File (CSV)

whereis rpki-client
sudo rpki-client -c -v

Read the manual for more detail about rpki-client https://man.openbsd.org/rpki-client

https://man.openbsd.org/rpki-client


Note: There may be some messages about validation failed or other types of error messages. These
can be ignored.

13. List the files created by rpki-client

ls -lash /usr/local/var/db/rpki-client/

14. View the first 10 validated ROA payloads and header information

head /usr/local/var/db/rpki-client/csv



A list of Autonomous System Numbers (ASN), IP Prefix,Max Length, Trust Anchor and Expiration will
be displayed.

15. OPTIONAL Python can be used to convert the expiration into a valid Date

python3
from datetime import datetime
timestamp = 1653704293
dt_object = datetime.fromtimestamp(timestamp)
print(dt_object)
exit()

16. To search for ROAs for APNIC Training's AS45192

grep -in AS45192 /usr/local/var/db/rpki-client/csv       



17. Optional - Export the RPKI Client's ROA payload outputs ready for comparison with another validator's
output.

Remove the Trust Anchor and expiration columns

cd /usr/local/var/db/rpki-client 
cut -d , -f 4,5 csv --complement > ~/rpki-client_trimmed.csv
cd ~

Sort the output

sort rpki-client_trimmed.csv > rpki-client_sorted.csv

To sort the file, and ignore the header row

grep -v Prefix rpki-client_trimmed.csv | sort > rpki-client_sorted.csv    

18. Optional - Compare ROA output with another validator's output. Compare the output from Fort validator

diff -u fort_sorted.csv rpki-client_sorted.csv



NOTE: For RPKI Client to feed the validated cache to BGP speaking routers through the RTR (RPKI-
to-Router) protocol a third-party RTR Server software such as GoRTR will be required or use BIRD
or OpenBGP.

For more detail refer to:

https://rpki.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ops/tools.html
http://rpki-client.org

End of Lab
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